
Top Facts About the Environment Along the Hiking Route “Rübenau and 

Surrounding Area, On the Hunt for Sunken Horses and Wild  Game Birds” 
 

 
Length of the hike: approx. 8 kilometers 

 
 

Level of difficulty: Easy.  

Nearly the entire path runs through the Rübenau Plateau. 

The most difficult part of the hike is an 80 meter difference in elevation in the last kilometer re-

turning to the parking lot from the town. 

 

Breaks: There is a multitude of beautiful places to take a break and spend some time along the way. 

Bring some snacks in your bag to enjoy on your break 

 

Paths:   Well-maintained forest roads and woodland 

trails 
 
 

Haus der Kammbegegnungen (reservations mandatory) In der Gasse 3 

09496 Marienberg/Rübenau 

Phone: 03735 / 6681251 
 
 

Gasthof und Pension Bergschänke 

Bergweg 3 

09496 Marienberg/Rübenau 

Phone: 037366 / 6258 
 

Trail description: 
 
 

The trail parking lot is located at the intersection of Rübenauer Waldstraße Forest Road and Görkauer Street on the 

northeastern edge of Rübenau. Fees are not charged for use. The trailhead is located at the inside part of the parking lot 

and follows a forest road running northwest toward Lehmheider Pond. Up the trail 500 meters, we will come to a fork in 

the trail and take the path on the right. About one kilometer later, we will come to the Vierenweg (marked in red on the 

nature park hiking map 5/6) and follow it westward until we reach Lehmheider Pond. A bench and little mountain huts 

beckon for us to stay a while. After another 300 meters, we will come up on the Alten Komotauer Trail and follow it 

north toward 

Steinhübel. Anyone wanting to catch a glimpse of the Lehmheide Moor Area can turn right onto a forest lane 500 meters 

down the trail, then walk 100 meters before heading south along another forest lane toward Lehmeider Pond until they 

reach a raised blind. From there, the moor area stretches south down the slope. Several forest lanes cross at the raised 

blind. If we continue to follow the forest lane that brought us to the raised blind, we will find a ditch 

approximately 1.5 meters wide and overgrown with peat moss and cottongrass blocking our way. At that point, we will 

turn around and return down the forest lane we came on to leave the moor. Once we are back on Alten Komotauer Trail, 

we will walk further until we reach Torfschuppenweg Trail, which we will follow southwest until we reach the mountain 

huts at the Steinhübel . The beautifully appointed wooden hut is the perfect place to take a load off. The hiking path con-

tinues on past the mountain huts and around the edge of the Steinhübel until we are back at the Alten Komotauer Trail 

again. We will follow this trail south until we reach Vierenweg and then turn onto Forststeig, which will take use toward 

Brückenweg - the connecting road between Rübenau and Kühnhaide. After crossing this road, we will follow Forststeig, 

then turn left on Grenzweg and hike until we reach the outer limit of Rübenau.  Once there, we will come to Kriegwald-

weg Trail, which is also marked as a ridge trail, and walk with the old forester’s lodge on the right, following the path 

south until we reach a grouping of about ten houses (marked as Kriegwald on the map). Following the signs for the ridge 

trail, we will walk northwest through a property toward Heideweg, where we will see a number of agricultural buildings 

belonging to the local agribusinesses. Our path will now take us on the  main street, which we will cross before continu-

ing east “In der Gasse”. On the right side about 800 meters down the path, we will see the Haus der Kammbegegnungen 

(Ridge Social House), which is used as a hostel and meeting place and where hiking groups with pre-booked reserva-

tions can taste regional products. Another 200 meters down the path, we will turn left toward Wanderparkplatz Square 

and reach the square after a short, but steep climb. As you’re catching your breath, reward yourself with a quick look 

back at the expansive dispersed town of Rübenau. 

 

  



1.) General description of the area 
 
 

The hiking route leads across the moderately hilly Rübenau Plateau at an elevation of approximately 750 meters above 

sea level. Compared to the Kühnhaider Plateau bordering to the west, the landforms of the Rübenau Plateau are more 

pronounced, allowing downpours as well as cold air masses to flow out through the valleys very quickly. Although the 

plateau is also in the harsh and cool higher elevations, the thermal conditions there are not as harsh as they are on the 

Kühnhaide Plateau. To the west, the Königshaubächel, Ullersdorfer Teichbächel, and Ziegenbächel streams empty into 

the Schwarze Pockau. To the east, downpours run off via the Steinbach Stream, Lehmheider Bach Stream, and the 

Rübenauer Bach Stream into the Natzschung. Water runs off on the surface and doesn’t linger for very long as mist or in 

standing pools on the surface. The proportion of moor and gley soil is therefore just 25 percent and is much lower than it 

is on the Kühnhaide Plateau. Moors are widespread here, but tend to be very small in size. 

 

2.) Kriegwald 
 
 

The “Kriegwald” woodland area, which is much larger now than it has been in previous centuries, extends from south of 

Ansprung and east of the Schwarzwassertal Valley to the Rübenau Corridor and up to the national boarder between 

Germany and the Czech Republic in the south (this was firmly established 

In 1848). During the 14th century, the lords of several neighboring fiefdoms 

regularly engaged in conflicts with each other in this region, which is probably the origin of the name “Kriegwald”, 

which translates directly to “War Forest” in English. In the 16th century, Augustus I, Elector of Saxony (1526-86); (ruled 

from 1553 to 1586) came to power in Lauterstein (1559), which encompassed the Kriegwald as well as other expansive 

forested areas. He pushed timber rafting, charcoal burning, and logging in order to drive the development of mining and 

metalworking. The Kriegwald was mercilessly exploited. Wood charcoal created in the charcoal pits was sent to Marien-

berg and Freiberg. Not only were the beech, spruce, and fir tree resources of the Kriegwald ravaged, but the pastureland 

of the Olbernhau knight’s estate also made it impossible for the forest to recover of its own accord. Cattle and sheep ate 

the fruit and seeds of all of the old growth trees as well as all of the young sprouts. Stables marked on maps go all the 

way back to the forest pastures of the time. Around about 1800, the forest area had one of the sparsest beach populations 

in all of Saxony. Even before the Second World War, rangers would plant small thickets of fir trees, beeches, larches, 

and Douglas firs to counteract the acidification of the soil caused by the dominant spruces. Snow and game hindered de-

velopment considerably though. The network of forest roads (A, B, C Road, Kühnhaider  Road), provided a fast connec-

tion for forestry work and is still used by hikers and bikers today. 

 

3.) Lehmheider Pond 
 
 

Covering approximately 1 ha, Lehmheider Pond was  

probably created in the 16th century (approx. 1571) 

as one of four timber rafting ponds (Ullersdorfer 

Pond - Dam at Torfschuppenweg, Achterteich Pond 

- Dam at Achterweg, Kleiner Steinbacher Pond - 

Dam at the Upper Steinbach) on the Rübenau Plat-

eau and is the only one that survives today. Lehm-

heide Stream originates in the Lehmheide Moor Ar-

ea and feeds into the pond. It has a brownish color 

due to the high percentage of humic substances (or-

ganic substances that have not decomposed). Almost 

all of the sources of water feeding into the timer 

rafting ponds are located in the moor areas, which 

ensures regular flow of water into the ponds. 

 

Due to the high acidity of the Lehmheider Pond, it is not inhabited by any fish. It does, however, provide a habitat for 

odonates, water-loving insects, and aquatic birds. Vipers are also present in the part covered by vegetation. 

  



4.) Lehmheide Moor Area 
 
 

The Lehmheide Moor Area consists of three  

beds of peat that extend over a surface of 

about 12 ha. The peat beds are shaped to a 

great extent by drainage and use for forest-

ry, which has resulted in a maximum peat 

thickness of about 3.6 m. One unique fea-

ture of the Lehmheide is its subterranean 

water passages (so-called “moor karsts”) 

with hollow and tunnel-like sinkholes and 

erosion formations. Furthermore, the Lehm-

heide Pond, a dystrophic waterway with a 

well-established area up to 15 meters wide 

covered in vegetation is located below the 

western 

core of the 

moor. The peat bed is home to plant species native to the moor such as peat moss as well as cottongrass and bog bilber-

ries to some extent. Murray pines were frequently planted after the spruces died out from pollution, which resulted in 

greater forest density that drove out the light-hungry moor species and dwarf shrubs. In collaboration with the Na-

turschutzstation Pobershau (Pobershau Nature Conservation Center) and funded in part by grants, a series of hydrogeo-

logical and vegetation studies were performed in the Lehmheide from 1999 to 2000. Possible locations for water reten-

tion measures were then identified in forest districts 110 and 127. From 2001 to 2003, forestry workers of what was then 

the Forstamt Olbernhau (Olbernhau Forestry Authority) constructed numerous ditch dams consisting of board,  log tim-

ber, and timber sheet piling dams in Forest District 110. Additional dams were constructed in the upper part of the moor 

area from 2010 to 2012. Revitalization work was officially completed in 2013. 

 

5.) Steinhübel 
 
 

At 817 meters, the Steinhübel is the highest  

elevation on the Rübenauer Plateau. It is 

made of approximately 600 million-year-

old Precambrian flame gneiss, which is a 

special type of two-mica gneiss. Stones 

are characterized by striking bands, nests, 

and flames made of a white quartz and feld-

spar mixture and may have been formed by 

the metamorphosis of sandy, clayey source 

rock  

 

(molten rock is not Necessarily present).  

On the Steinhübel, a beaten path leads all the way up to the peak, where hikers could enjoy a broad view extending far to 

the south toward Čihadlo (Lauschhübel) into the 90s. At the time, the forests had died out or thinned out considerably 

due to smoke pollution. Today the forest has recovered so well that the Steinhübel is no longer a vantage point with a 

great long-distance view.   

Near the mountain huts at the base of the Steinhübel is the last magnificent example of a vigorous pine. The mountain 

huts belong to the Staatsbetrieb Sachsenforst (Statutory Public Body for Forestry in Saxony) and have often been used as 

the home base for children’s camps in past years. 

 

6.) Brückenweg Road 
 
 

Construction of the Talstraße Road to Rothenthal in 1889 was followed several years later in 1938 with the completion 

of the connector road to Kühnhaide. This meant that the residents of Rübenaus were cut off from the neighboring towns 

for a relatively long time and didn’t have any good traffic connections or transportation, which hampered economic 

growth and prevented the residents from commuting to neighboring towns. 

  



 

7.) Hühnerheide Moor Area 

 
 

The Hühnerheide near Rübenau is located 

in  the middle of the Ore Mountains at an 

elevation of 727 to 772 meters above sea 

level. It is a marshy slope raised moor lo-

cated in the local watershed area. With an 

estimated moor and regeneration area of 

about 35 ha, the Hühnerheide is one of the 

largest moors in the Saxon Ore Mountains. 

It is comprised of three core moor areas 

and possesses 

peat layers that reach depths of over 4 m. 

During the first half of the 19th century, a 

long ditch system was dug so the moor 

could then be drained and forested with 

spruce. The ditches continue to harm the 

moor to this day. 

 

Like the Lehmheide, the Hühnerheide is also part of the fauna and flora habitat area (SAC area) “Kriegwald Moors” 

and is therefore part of the European Natura 2000 nature preserve system. In addition to cottongrasses and peat mosses, 

other plant species native to the moor such as cranberries, bog bilberries, and European cranberries can be found there. 

After the spruces died out due to the effects of pollution, the area was reforested with murray pines and other pine spe-

cies. In the middle and western core of the moor especially, the increasingly thick pine forest is driving out moor spe-

cies and dwarf shrubs in the herbaceous layer that require sunlight. The Hühnerheide is also home to endangered animal 

species such as the common viper and odonates native to the high moor, such as the moorland hawker and alpine emer-

ald. Into the 90s, there was also evidence of black grouse. 

 

Preparations to revitalize the moor started in 1997 (ditch mapping, hydrogeological survey, recording of flora and fau-

na). Based on these investigations, forest workers of what was then the Forstamt Olbernhau (Olbernau Forestry Au-

thority) constructed 95 barrage dams in the main drainage ditch in 1999.  Many of the log timber dams used only held 

up against water pressure for a short time. This was followed by the construction of large test dams in 2001 using tim-

ber sheet piling and board technologies that have proven effective to this day. In 2005, forestry workers began blocking 

off the smaller ditches in the eastern core of the moor using 56 timber sheet piling dams. In 2007, another 27 sheet pil-

ing dams and one board dam were added. Starting in 2006, measures have also been taken to retain water at the center 

of the moor’s core. Following a professional conference on the moor project in the nature park, the dams have been ful-

ly covered with peat since 2006 in order to increase their service life. Water retention measures for the western core of 

the moor and the reconnection of the moor to its mineral water catchment area are in the works. Forestry trainees com-

menced a forest reconstruction project near the murray pine stands in 2006. 

 

8.) Rübenau 
 
 

Rübenau’s largest populated area, which is  

now a district of the City of Marienberg, 

covers approximately 10 km². The largest 

dispersed town in Saxony is nearly elliptical 

in shape, with axes measuring three and five 

kilometers respectively.  At the center of the 

town is a street that runs from Olbernhau to 

Kühnhaide, but the populated area as a 

whole encompasses countless single-family 

homes and farms arranged in small groups. 

Districts such as Gasse, Neunhäuser, 

Hirschberg, Heidehäuser, Hammermühle, 

and Einsiedel- Sensenhammer remained in-

dependent settlements into the 19th century. 

The name of the Hradschin district eludes to Bohemian influences from the settlement’s history. 



In the year 1580, Olbernhau baker Georg Müller received approval to build a mill at the intersection of Rübenauer 

Stream and Görkauer Street. This was done in order to draw lumberjacks, pond excavators, log rafters, and charcoal 

burners to the Kriegwald after Augustus I, Elector of Saxony, came to power in Lauterstein in 1559. The name of the 

village of Rübenau is derived from the original Ruebenaw (1595 entry in the trade registry of the Lauterstein government 

authorities), which came from the name of the Rybenau stream (fishing stream). 

Eventually the mill became a fief, which then transformed to crown land (under the direct supervision of the elector), 

and then from 1690 onward, a knights estate presumably taking up the entire Rübenau Ackerflur. The knight’s estate and 

a hammer mill put into operation in 1626 were the only sources of income for the local villagers.   Following the Thirty 

Years’ War (after 1648), the residents cleared more forest, thus making way for an increase in the settlement’s popula-

tion (1698: 26 villagers 1764:80 villagers). Starting in the 17th century, people earned income as masons or carpenters in 

the summer and worked at home with their children as nail smiths during the winter. Lacemaking, woodworking, and toy 

production were added as possible sources of income in the 19th century. As capitalism continued to grow, centralized 

distribution made it impossible for people to sell their products on the markets and as peddlers.  Worker exploitation 

caused many people to move away or start commuting to other places. 

At the beginning of the 18th century, one of the first octagonal centrally constructed church in the Ore Mountains was 

constructed in Rübenau. The baptismal font from 1858 is made of Zöblitzer serpentine. Before the school building was 

christened in 1903, children attended four schools scattered across the settlement. 

After the Second World War, nationally-owned companies such as VEB Formplast Rübenau, VEB  Nagelfabrik  

Rübenau,  the timber construction department of VEB  Kisten-  und  Bauelemente Marienberg-Gebirge,  and other 

branch offices moved to Rübenau, where some of their products were produced by women working from home. The ag-

ricultural areas were managed by the  LPG Ansprung for Plant and Animal Production. 

Not to be underestimated is/was the significance of this mountain village as a leisure time and vacation region. Over 300 

vacationers would come to the vacation homes run by major nationally-owned companies to relax during the summer 

months.  

 

Einsiedel-Sensenhammer District: 

 

As early as the year 1556 (before construction of the Rübenau mill), two Freiberg miners received approval to build an 

automated scythe hammer in the hermitage (recorded in the Lauterstein Official Records in 1595). A dispersed town 

arose around the hammer mill. Similarly to Rübenau, nail forging arose here in 1850. All records of the manufacture of 

scythes in the hammer workshop have been lost, which is seen as a great loss by historians. Unlike the sickle, the scythe 

placed unique demands on the iron and the skill of the smith. It was the only tool used to cut fields in the Ore Mountains 

until the 1600 and remained in use in combination with other tools until 1780. 

 

9.) Görkauer Street 
 
 

Görkauer Street is an old connecting path between Chemnitz and Bohemia with stops in Zschopau and Zöblitz. South of 

Ansprung, narrow pass formations show the way. The Rübenau mill and settlers’ scythe hammer were built at junctions 

in the Rübenau. The street is named after the Czech city of Jirkov (previously Görkau). 


